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Enhanced Multimedia Broadcast and Multicast Service (E-MBMS) is considered of key importance for the proliferation of Long-
Term Evolution (LTE) network in mobile market. Hierarchical modulation (HM), which involves a “base-layer” (BL) and an
“enhancement-layer” (EL) bit streams, is a simple technique for achieving tradeoff between service quality and radio coverage.
Therefore, it is appealing for MBMS. Generally, HM suffers from the severe performance degradation of the less protected
EL stream. In this paper, HM with vector rotation operation introduced to EL stream is proposed, in order to improve EL’s
performance. With the proper interleaving in frequency domain, this operation can exploit the inherent diversity gain from the
multipath channel. In this way, HM with vector rotation can effectively enhance multimedia broadcasting on quality video and
coverage. The simulation results with scalable video coding (SVC) as source show the significant benefits in comparison with the
conventional HM and alternative schemes.

1. Introduction

Video broadcast and multicast are expected to consti-
tute a significant portion of the load on future mobile
communication systems. MBMS and E-MBMS of 3GPP
provide the means of delivering mobile TV to the mass
market, which has already been standardized in 3GPP
UTRAN (UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network) Release-
6, 7, and 8 (R8 is just LTE). But it is still open in R10
(i.e., LTE-Advanced). In this paper, we will discuss the
radio transmission of E-MBMS with point-to-multipoint
connections. Regarding the feature of multimedia service,
the source often adopts the multiple resolution code [1].
Hence, unequal error protection (UEP) transmission is a
natural support for this kind of information [2]. Namely,
the coarse resolution gets a better protection than the fine
resolution. Therefore, the coarse resolution information will
be recovered by all receivers to obtain the crude recon-
struction while the fine resolution information can only be
recovered by some receivers due to propagation conditions.
In short, the combination of multiple resolution source

code and UEP transmission can balance tradeoff between
video quality and robust coverage in media broadcast
applications.

As a specific example of UEP transmission, HM is widely
used in digital broadcasting systems, such as, DVB-T, Media-
FLO, and UMB-BCMCS. HM consists of non-uniform signal
constellations to provide unequal bit error protection for BL
and EL streams. Many researches have been carried out on
this topic. Some literatures discussed the application of HM
in multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems [3, 4]
or in LTE system based on Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) [5, 6], while some others reported the
joint optimization between HM and separate/joint source-
channel coding in [7, 8]. Providing much attention to HM
itself, [9] has proposed an enhanced HM scheme along with
three optimization criteria, in which the signal constellation
of EL stream is rotated by a certain angle, named as “HM
with CR” in this paper. The authors of [10] presented a
concatenated encoding scheme with HM to well protect
the EL stream, which greatly complicates the transceiver
structure.
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Figure 1: A broadcast model with HM.

This paper also aims to improve the protection of the
EL stream through a simple approach. As we all know, to
efficiently decrease the bit-error probability (BER) further,
we can resort to exploit the diversity gain under high received
signal to noise ratio (SNR) condition or the coding gain in
low SNR region. And the user at the center of cell who can
recover the EL signal generally has a higher SNR than that at
the edge, as illustrated in Figure 1. Hence, this paper applies
the idea of signal space diversity (SSD) [11] to provide
diversity gain to the EL stream, which is termed as “HM with
vector rotation (VR)”. Rough predictions on video quality
and coverage are given using SVC video as media example.
The simulation results in LTE E-MBMS system show that our
scheme is better than the existing HM and “HM with CR”
due to the diversity gain at the cost of a slight increase in
detection complexity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the system model of an OFDM system with
HM, reviews the definition of “HM with CR”, and presents
the existing problem. In Section 3, we propose “HM with
VR”. After the scheme description of transceiver, we give
the analysis of diversity gain of EL stream and receiver
complexity, comparing with the classical HM. Subsequently,
the simulation in Sections 4 and 5 verifies the benefits of our
proposed scheme in the video quality and the radio coverage,
respectively. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. System Model and Problem Description

Compared to the conventional modulation methods (such
as, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM, etc.), HM allows the mul-
tiplexing transmission of multilayer streams in superposition
with different transmission qualities, which stem from the
concept of superposition coding in [12]. Without loss of
generality, only the two-layer transmission is considered in
this paper, that is, one BL and one EL.

2.1. System Model with HM. In Figure 2, we show a
transceiver diagram that incorporates HM into a UTRA
LTE-based OFDM transmission. Each stream is encoded
and mapped to the constellation symbols according to the
importance. That is to say, BL stream is mapped to the most
significant bits (MSB) and EL to the less significant bits
(LSB). After the serial/parallel (S/P) operation, the symbols
are then converted to the time domain using Inverse Fast
Fourier Transform (IFFT). With the added cyclic prex (CP),
the OFDM symbols are sent over the frequency-selective

multipath fading channel. The receiver removes the CP
performs FFT and P/S operation. Then the received signal
at the kth subcarrier in frequency-domain can be written as

yk = hkxk + nk, (1)

where hk is the channel fading coefficient in frequency
domain, xk is the complex hierarchical symbol, nk is assumed
to be zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
noise with distribution nk ∼ Nc(0, σ2

n). We only discuss this
system model in frequency domain, thus the subscript k can
be omitted for short later.

According to the definition of HM, the HM symbol x can
be rewritten as

x = αxbl + βxel, (2)

where xbl and xel are the symbols, respectively, mapped to
MSB and LSB; α and β are the power parameters for BL and
EL and satisfy α > β; hence, the power ratio between the two
layers is defined as

η = α2
(
α2 + β2

) . (3)

This ratio will determine how much more the BL stream is
protected against errors than is the EL stream.

The receiver is assumed to have the perfect channel state
information. After channel equalization and soft demodula-
tion, the two streams with soft information are sent to the
separate decoders.

2.2. HM with CR. The regular HM suffers from interlayer
interference. In order to recover the capacity loss due to this
interference, [9] has presented an enhanced “HM with CR”
from an information-theoretical perspective. Corresponding
with the regular QPSK/16 QAM HM in Figure 3(a), the
principle of “HM with CR” is shown in Figure 3(b). The
symbol of EL is rotated in counter-clockwise by θ (0 � θ �
π/4). The resulted symbol is expressed as

x = αxbl + βe jθxel. (4)

The optimal θ is chosen to maximize the minimum
Euclidean distance (MED) of the resulted constellation
points, which will lead to a better performance.

2.3. Problem Description. As shown in Figure 1, in a broad-
casting system with HM, the users at the edge of cell
(e.g., UE2) experience the low SNR channel due to the
long distance to the base station (BS). For guaranteeing
the recover of the BL information at the edge, the power
allocated to BL should be large enough, while the power
allocated to EL must be cut down with the constant transmit
power constraint. However, if the EL stream can be well
protected also, the users at the center (e.g., UE1) will enjoy
the higher video quality. In other words, with the same
video quality, the coverage area will be enlarged. As we all
know, regarding to the BER performance, the diversity gain
becomes critical when SNR is high and the coding gain when
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Figure 2: Transceiver diagram of OFDM system with HM.
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Figure 3: QPSK/16 QAM HM constellation for (a) regular HM (b)
“HM with CR”.

SNR is in medium or low region. If we neglect the influence
of interlayer interference, it is conjectured that the SNR of
UE1’s EL signal is higher than that of UE2’s BL signal in
the most cases. Accordingly, we will exploit the diversity gain
for EL while BL has earned the coding gain due to the large
allocated power.

3. Proposed HM with Vector Rotation

SSD, also named modulation diversity, is a technique to
provide the diversity gain for a single antenna system in
the fast fading channel. To simply explain, SSD is just used
to multiply an N-by-N precoding matrix to a group of
N modulated symbols (i.e., vector rotation), then let the
precoded symbols experience the fully interleaved fading
channel. The proper choice of precoding matrix can earn full
diversity of N for the symbols. In this paper, we apply SSD in
HM for improving the EL performance.

3.1. Scheme Description. Figure 4 illustrates the transceiver
diagram of the proposed “HM with VR”. The difference
between Figures 4 and 2 lies in the following. First, the N
continuous EL data symbols mapped to LSB are precoded
by a rotation matrix R; second, a pseudorandom symbol
interleaving in frequency domain is implemented and the
interleaving duration is limited in the range of a codeword;
finally, the two streams are separately detected. Here are the
details.

Analogous to (2) and (4), the N hierarchical symbols
xi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,N) after the operation of “HM with VR”
compose a hierarchical vector as

x = [x1, x2, . . . , xN ]T = αxbl + βRxel, (5)

where xbl = [xbl
1 , xbl

2 , . . . , xbl
N ]

T
and xel = [xel

1 , xel
2 , . . . , xel

N ]
T

are
the BL and EL vectors, respectively; R is an N-by-N unitary
matrix, referred to [11]. Then in the N continuous symbol
durations, the equivalent system model in the frequency
domain is

y = Hx + n, (6)

where y = [y1, y2, . . . , yN ]T is the received vector; H =
diag(h1 h2 · · · hN ) is the equivalent channel matrix,
whose elements can be regarded as mutually independent
due to the assumption of ideal symbol interleaving in
frequency domain; n = [n1,n2, . . . ,nN ]T is the noise vector
with zero mean and correlation matrix σ2

nIN ; here IN denotes
an N-by-N identity matrix.

Regarding demodulation, the bits of both BL and EL
streams are jointly judged in HM. But as to “HM with
VR”, we apply the separate detection to each stream and
the interference cancellation (IC) for the sake of complexity
simplification. First, the BL data is detected. Here the
interference from EL is regarded as a part of the general noise
n′:

x̂bl = α−1H−1y = xbl + n′, (7)

where H−1 is the inverse of H.
Then the interference on EL from BL is regenerated and

cancelled from the received vector. The resulting received
vector of the single EL is

yel = y − αH ·Z
(

x̂bl
)
= βHRxel + n′′, (8)

where Z(x̂bl) means demodulating each element of x̂bl to
the nearest constellation symbol; let Δxbl = Z(x̂bl) − xbl,
which denotes the demodulation error, then n′′ = αH ·
Δxbl + n is zero mean and correlation matrix σ2

n′′IN =
α2 diag(|h1 · Δxbl

1 |
2
, |h2 · Δxbl

2 |
2
, . . . |hN · Δxbl

N |
2
) + σ2

nIN .
Finally, implement N-symbol maximum likelihood

(ML) or other near-ML low-complexity detection to yel to
get the EL data estimation x̂el.
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Figure 4: Transceiver diagram of the proposed “HM with VR”.
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Figure 5: Validation of Raw BER formula.

3.2. Analysis on Error Probability. It has been demonstrated
in [11] that the symbol diversity order of SSD is equal to
the dimension of square rotation matrix N when rotation
matrix is designed reasonably and the N rotated symbols
are detected jointly. Although the larger N is leading to the
more diversity gain, the value of N cannot be too large in this
paper, because the performance of BL will deteriorate due
to the interference from EL when N is large. Furthermore,
with the consideration of detection complexity, we take
N = 2 in this paper. Here, we give the performance
comparison between “HM with VR” and the classical HM
by the derivation of bit error probability (BER) for both BL
and EL streams.

In [13], the author has deduced the BER expressions of
the generalized hierarchical-QAM constellations over fading
channel. Hence, the BER formulas of each stream of HM and
BL stream of “HM with VR” can be obtained directly with
reference to [13]. As to “HM with CR”, the BER expression
of EL stream is hard to derive due to the complex decision
region. Hence, we only give the simulation comparison in
Figure 5.

Before deducing the BER of EL stream of “HM with
VR”, we give its symbol pairwise error probability (SPEP)
firstly to analyze the diversity order. Here we use moment
generation function- (MGF-) based approach, different with
the canonical probability density function- (PDF-) based
approach used in [11].

(1) SPEP. Equation (8) can be rewritten as (the value of R is
from [11])

yel = βHRxel + n′′ = β

[
h1 0
0 h2

][
cosϕ sinϕ
− sinϕ cosϕ

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H̃

xel + n′′,

(9)

where φ = 0.5 arctan(2); H̃ is the equivalent channel matrix;
here, we observe the diversity order at high SNR so that the
error propagation from BL can be neglected and n′′ has the
same distribution as n.

Let the difference vector Δxel = xel− x̂el = [δ1 δ2]T ; the
conditional SPEP for xel can be expressed by the Gaussian
Q-function as [14]

P
(

xel /= x̂el | H
)
= Q

⎛

⎜
⎝

√
√√
√
∣∣HR · Δxel

∣∣2

2σ2
n/β2

⎞

⎟
⎠ = Q

(√
μ

2σ2
n/β2

)

,

(10)

where μ � |HRΔxel|2 = (R · Δxel)HHHHR · Δxel. According
to the definition, one has

μ = |h1|2ω2
1 + |h2|2ω2

2, (11)

where ω1 = |δ1 cosϕ+ δ2 sinϕ| and ω2 = |δ1 sinϕ− δ2 cosϕ|
are real.

We now apply the Craig’s formula [15] to derive the
conditional SPEP in (10):

P
(

xel /= x̂el | H
)
= Q

(√
μ

2σ2
n/β2

)

= 1
π

∫ π/2

0
exp

(
−μ

4sin2θ · σ2
n/β2

)

dθ

= 1
π

∫ π/2

0
exp

(

−|h1|2ω2
1 + |h2|2ω2

2

4sin2θ · σ2
n/β2

)

dθ.

(12)
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Since h1 and h2 are i.i.d ∼ Nc(0, 1), we apply MGF-based
approach [14] to obtain the unconditional SPEP as follows:

P
(

xel /= x̂el
)
= 1
π

∫ π/2

0

[(

1+
β2ω2

1

4σ2
nsin2θ

)(

1+
β2ω2

2

4σ2
nsin2θ

)]−1

dθ.

(13)

At high SNR, the upper bound of (13) is given by

P
(

xel /= x̂el
)
≤ 1
π

∫ π/2

0

[(
β2ω2

1

4σ2
nsin2θ

)(
β2ω2

2

4σ2
nsin2θ

)]−1

dθ

= 1
π

[
β2ω2

1

4σ2
n
· β

2ω2
2

4σ2
n

]−1 ∫ π/2

0
sin4θdθ

= 12
β4ω2

1ω
2
2

(
2
σ2
n

)−2

.

(14)

Because the transmission power is 2 when N = 2, (2/σ2
n)

in (14) is just SNR. From (14), we could easily find that the
exponent of SNR is −2, that is, diversity order is two. But
for HM, the hierarchical modulated symbols only experience
one subcarrier channel so as to only earn the symbol diversity
of 1.

Further, we can find the union bound on the average
SPEP, denoted by PEPel, by traversing all the possible vectors,
the size of which is L

PEPel = 2
L

L−1∑

i=1

L∑

j=i+1

P
(

xel
i /= xel

j

)
. (15)

(2) BER. The two symbols of EL are detected jointly, so the
error probability of the ith symbol xel

i is related to the other
(denoted as xel

i , i, i ∈ [1, 2]), which can be expressed as

P
(
xel
i /= x̂el

i

)
= P

(
xel
i /= x̂el

i | xel
i = x̂el

i

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

[
1− P

(
xel
i /= x̂el

i

)]

+ P
(
xel
i /= x̂el

i | xel
i /= x̂el

i

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

P
(
xel
i /= x̂el

i

)
.

(16)

Because both xel
i and xel

i are equiprobably chosen from
the same constellation, their symbol error probability (SER)
is the same, that is, P(xel

i /= x̂el
i ) = P(xel

i /= x̂el
i ) = SERel. Then,

(16) becomes

SERel = A ·
(

1− SERel
)

+ B · SERel. (17)

Here, A can be derived because the ML detection of xel
i is

equivalent to the maximal-ratio combining in a single-input
multiple-output system since xel

i = x̂el
i . In the appendix, we

give the expression of A by the same MGF-based approach.
In the process of the ML detection, no operation of hard
decision is executed and x̂el

i is just a soft symbol. Hence, if

xel
i /= x̂el

i , the probability of decision error cannot be deduced

easily so as to hard to derive the expression of B. Here, we
utilize the known SPEP to derive the SER. The SPEP also can
be expressed as

PEPel =
∑

xel
i ,xel

i ∈C
P
(
xel
i

)
P
(
xel
i

)

·
{

2P
(
xel
i /= x̂el

i | xel
i = x̂el

i

)[
1− P

(
xel
i /= x̂el

i

)]

+P
(
xel
i /= x̂el

i | xel
i /= x̂el

i

)
P
(
xel
i /= x̂el

i

)}
.

(18)

Utilizing the definition of A and B in (16), (18) can be
simplified as

PEPel = 2A ·
(

1− SERel
)

+ B · SERel. (19)

Then, from (17) and (19), we can get the following
closed-form expression of SER:

SERel = PEPel − A
1− A . (20)

Moreover, the raw BER is scaled to the SER for the square Mc-
QAM modulation. Therefore, we yield the BER of EL stream
as

BERel = SERel

log2(Mc)
. (21)

In the following, we validate the above deduction by
contrasting with the simulation results. As shown in Figure 5,
both theoretical and simulated curves of the raw BER for EL
of “HM + VR” are overlapped nearly at the medium and
high SNR region. This is because our ideal assumption of
no error spread in IC is hold when SNR is high enough and
what we can calculate is just the upper bound of BER in fact.
On the other hand, the argument about diversity gain is also
demonstrated by observing the slope of these curves.

3.3. Analysis on Detection Complexity. We discuss the detec-
tion complexity for “HM with VR”. Here, we apply the QRM
[16] detection to (9), which is a popular near-ML low-
complexity algorithm and explained as follows: first, do QR
decomposition to H̃, as shown in (22); second, left-multiply
QH to yel of (9); then detect xel

i (i: from 2 to 1) in turn
because of the up-triangular form of R.

H̃ = β

(
h1 0
0 h2

)(
cosϕ sinϕ
− sinϕ cosϕ

)

= QR. (22)

Here, due to N = 2, QR decomposition can be executed
by a simple and ingenious way. Just let

Q = c

⎛

⎝
h1 cosϕ h∗2 sinϕ

−h2 sinϕ h∗1 cosϕ

⎞

⎠, (23)
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where c = β−1(|h1|2 + |h2|2)−1. Then

R = QHH̃

= c

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

|h1|2cos2ϕ + |h2|2sin2ϕ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

r1,1

(|h1|2 −
∣∣h2|2

)
sinϕ cosϕ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
r1,2

0 h1h2︸ ︷︷ ︸
r2,2

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
.

(24)

The QR decomposition is completed. This process only
needs 13 real multiplications. And the complexity of this
preprocessing of detection can nearly be ignored because the
channel always keeps constant in a long symbol duration.

In QRM, the heavy complexity lies in the metric com-
putation for each possible symbol candidate. The parameter
M, which means the number of surviving candidates, can
make a tradeoff between complexity and performance. Here,
M = 1 ∼ 4 for detecting EL data for QPSK/16 QAM “HM
with VR”. Table 1 shows the complexity contrast of metric
computation between HM/“HM with CR” and “HM with
VR” in detail, where Q(i, :) denotes the ith row of Q. When M
is small, the times of complex multiplication for “HM with
VR” is close to that for HM/“HM with CR”. At this time, the
performance loss is also acceptable for QPSK/16 QAM “HM
with VR”.

4. Performance on Video Quality

For a fair evaluation of the different transmission schemes in
LTE E-MBMS system, the error probability in transmission
link is not a proper metric at all. In this paper, we measure
the quality of the video with the metric of average peak-
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the video frames, defined as
the ratio of the squared maximum pixel value to the mean
square error of the reconstructed lossy image at the receiver
[17]. In the following, we describe how to estimate the PSNR
for the given source rate, and received SNR in transmission
link.

4.1. Simulation Method. The derivation of PSNR involves the
following three steps.

Step 1 (Get the packet error probability (PER)). For a given
information bit rate pair of BL and EL streams (Rbl,Rel),
we can get their PER pair at the different SNR by Monte
Carlo simulation, denoted as (PERbl, PERel). It is noted that
whether an EL packet is correctly detected or not is on the
premise of accurately detecting the BL packet yet.

Step 2 (Estimate the PSNR). We assume that the relation
between the bit rate R and the video distortion D (in terms
of PSNR) of the transmitted video is known, that is, D =
Q(R), where Q(R) denotes the operational rate-distortion
function of the source coder. The scalable video stream is
assumed to truncate at any rate. Hence, the distortion when
only BL is correctly detected will be Dbl = Q(Rbl) and the
distortion when both BL and EL are correctly detected will be
Dbe = Q(Rbl + Rel). Therefore, if the probability of correctly

10−3
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10−1

100

P
E

R

8 12 16 20 24 28

SNR (dB)

HM
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Figure 6: Comparison in link performance.

detecting a packet for each layer is known, the expected
PSNR of the received layered video can be found by (referred
to [18])

Dexp

(
SNR,Rbl,Rel

)

= Fbe

(
SNR,Rbl,Rel

)
·Q

(
Rbl + Rel

)

+
[
Fb

(
SNR,Rbl

)
− Fbe

(
SNR,Rbl,Rel

)]
·Q

(
Rbl

)

=
[

1− PERel
]
·Q

(
Rbl + Rel

)
+
(

1− PERbl
)

· PERel ·Q
(
Rbl

)
,

(25)

where Fb is the probability of correctly detecting a packet
of BL, which is a function of (SNR,Rbl); Fbe the probability
of detecting both BL and EL, which is a function of
(SNR,Rbl,Rel). Then [Fb − Fbe] represents probability of
detecting only BL but not EL.

4.2. Simulation Results. All the parameters used in our
simulations are based on UTRA LTE 3GPP documents [19].
Table 2 shows the respective parameters. Due to the effect
of macrodiversity, the MBSFN channel is a 18-path model,
in which frequency-selectivity is enough. The power ratio
for HM is constant in the simulation of this section, that
is, η = 0.7. Typical data rates for MBMS video streams in
CIF resolution is 256 kbps. So we set both Rbl and Rel as
256 kbits/s. The used rate-distortion function is referred to
[20].

Figure 6 gives the PER of each layer for the three schemes.
Their BL performance is similar. However, owning to the
higher diversity gain, the EL of “HM with VR” outperforms
the other two ELs obviously and is even better than BL at
high SNR. That is because the BL of the users at the center
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Table 1: Complexity comparison between HM and “HM with VR”.

Operation for detecting symbols of two
continuous intervals

Complex multiplication Complex addition Module Times

HM/HM with CR |yi/hi − x̂i| × 2 1 1 1 2Mc

HM with VR
|ybl

i /hi − x̂bl
i | × 2 1 1 1 Mc/4

|Q(2, :)yel − r2,2x̂
el
2 | 3 2 1 Mc/4

|Q(1, :)yel − r1,2x̂
el
2 − r1,1x̂

el
1 | 3 2 1 M ·Mc/4

Table 2: LTE E-MBMS system parameters in simulation.

Parameters Values

Carrier frequency 2.0 GHz

Bandwidth 10 MHz

Sampling frequency 15.36 MHz

Subcarrier space 15 KHz

Used resource block 2

Number of antennas 1 × 1

Simulation unit 1 subframe

OFDM symbols 12 symbols/subframe

FFT size 1024

CP size 256

Channel model MBSFN Propagation Channel [21]

Velocity 2.7 km/h

Modulation HM, HM + CR, HM + VR (QPSK/16 QAM)

Code rate 0.5

is protected enough. At this time, it is not necessary to stress
that BL should get more protection than EL, although this
condition is significant when SNR is relatively low. On the
other hand, the EL of “HM with CR” only has a slight
advantage over that of HM due to the limited increase of
MED. Figure 7 shows the video quality comparison. Let
PSNR = 32 dB as the quality benchmark, our proposed “HM
with VR” can save 1.5 dB in received SNR comparing with the
regular HM and 1.1 dB comparing with “HM with CR”. The
saving SNR means the lower transmit power requirement or
the larger coverage.

5. Performance on Coverage

5.1. Simulation Method. To illuminate the benefit on cover-
age more clearly, the power ratio is adjusted to evaluate the
supported distance between the BS and the UE at the cell
edge with the PSNR benchmark.

Step 1 (Determine the required SNR). Firstly, adjust the
power ratio η from 0.6 to 1. For each certain η, we can obtain
a group of curves of expected PSNR versus received SNR
similar to that in Figure 7. According to the benchmark, we
can record the required SNR values for the three schemes,
respectively, from the curves.
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Figure 7: Comparison in video quality.

Step 2 (Compute the distance). Rooting in the path loss
formula, the relation between the distance d (i.e., the cell
radius, in meter) and average received SNR (in dB) is

SNR = SNRt − 10α log10d, (26)

where SNRt is the transmit SNR; α is the path loss constant
and is set as 3.76. We consider a coverage range up to about
300 meters because the distance between two BS is 500
meters. SNRt is chosen so that the received SNR is 5 dB at
the cell edge. Therefore, according the recorded SNR values
in Step 1, we can derive the distance for any HM scheme with
any power ratio.

5.2. Simulation Results. With the different power allocation
to each layer, Figure 8 shows the corresponding coverage
distances for the three schemes. Firstly, the coverage is
increasing with η because the allocated power to BL is to
guarantee the reception of users at the edge. However, if
the power of BL is too large, EL stream cannot be decoded
correctly so that PSNR is deteriorated. For guaranteeing the
PSNR benchmark, the coverage distance will be shortened.
Hence, the distance is optimal for these schemes when η is
about 0.85. We discount the distance to coverage area. Then,
our proposed “HM with VR” can extend the coverage by 10%
and 7%, respectively, relative to HM and “HM with CR”.
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Figure 8: Comparison in coverage.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we focus on the application of HM for E-
MBMS in LTE system. After introducing the regular HM
and an enhanced HM with CR, we proposed an HM with
VR and its corresponding detection algorithm to improve
the performance of less-protected enhancement-layer data
stream, in which the idea stems from the concept of signal
space diversity in single antenna system. With the suggestion
of the dimension of rotated vector N = 2, we proved that the
EL can earn the full diversity by both SPEP derivation and
BER simulation. At the same time, the analysis of detection
complexity when N = 2 indicates that “HM with VR” will
not incur the heavy complexity. We evaluate the proposed
scheme in a more integrative metric, not the common error
probability, but the video distortion measured by PSNR.
The simulation results showed that the proposed “HM with
VR” can save 1.5 dB compared with HM, 1.1 dB with “HM
with CR” on the required SNR to reach the video quality
benchmark. Besides, the simulation results about coverage
showed that the extended coverage area ratios are 10% and
7%, respectively.

Appendix

In the appendix, we deduce the expression of P(xel
i /= x̂el

i |
xel
i = x̂el

i ) in (16).

Due to N = 2 and xel
i = x̂el

i , the ML detection of xel
i

is equivalent to the maximal-ratio combining (MRC) in a
single-input multiple-output system. Thus, the post-SNR of
xel
i after MRC is

γ =
2∑

j=1

∣
∣∣
∣
[

H̃
]

i, j

∣
∣∣
∣

2

|δi|2

σ2
n

=
β
(
|h1|2 + |h2|2

)
|δi|2

σ2
n

, (A.1)

where [H̃]i, j denotes the element at ith row and jth column.
Then, the conditional SER of EL is given by

P
(
xel
i /= x̂el

i | xel
i = x̂el

i , H̃
)

= Q
(√
γ
)
= Q

⎛

⎜
⎝

√√
√
√β

(
|h1|2 + |h2|2

)
|δi|2

σ2
n

⎞

⎟
⎠.

(A.2)

By the same MGF-based approach, we can yield the
analytic expression of P(xel

i /= x̂el
i | xel

i = x̂el
i ) after taking the

expectation of channel element:

P
(
xel
i /= x̂el

i | xel
i = x̂el

i

)
= 1
π

∫ π/2

0

(
β2|δi|2

2σ2
nsin2θ

)−2

dθ= 3σ4
n

4β4|δi|4
.

(A.3)
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